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ABSTRACT 

Modern railroad movable bridge systems control physical equipment using hardware and software for 
communications and signaling. In these systems, unforeseen security vulnerabilities in the underlying 
system components could be exploited to cause service disruptions and degradations. These in turn can 
cause failures, resulting in unsafe operational conditions. Conversely, control systems have built in failure 
tolerant mechanisms (such as service degradations and terminations) that are called in response to 
impending or observed failures. An attacker that is aware of such mechanisms can exploit these designs 
to cause the triggering of service degradations and terminations, causing safety concerns. A motivated 
attacker can exploit the intertwined nature of these two phenomena and create complex attacks that would 
cause unsafe operational conditions.  

In this paper, we introduce a model called Attack-Fault Trees with Reliability (AFTeR), which was designed 
to qualitatively and quantitatively measure the intertwined ways of violating safety and cyber security 
objectives of a cyber-physical system design. By incorporating probabilistic estimates of fault rates, 
component maintenance and repair, exploitability of known security vulnerabilities in existing equipment, 
attacker effort and capability estimates with kill-chains that are executed by potential misbehaving agents 
to cause safety and security concerns, we derive operational risks and cost-minimizing mitigations 
strategies against them. We show the capabilities of our methods by applying it to a detailed model of a 
fail-safe movable railroad bridge system. This work is sponsored by FRA and conducted in collaboration 
with one freight railroad. 

INTRODUCTION 
With critical infrastructure, such as movable railroad bridges, proactive risk management through safety 
and security planning have similarities with military planning in combat. In both cases, the primary goal in 
planning is to ensure the timeline remains left of the boom. In 2010, the Stuxnet malware was discovered 



as an attack against network control systems designed to cause physical destruction against the Natanz 
nuclear facility in Iran(1). As a result, the security community pivoted their research efforts into identifying 
proactive security measures to prevent similar attacks against cyber-physical systems (CPS) and the 
Internet-of-Things (IOT). Recent research has shown the viability of the threat from attacks against the 
sensors, actuators, and networked components that comprise these systems, resulting in 
recommendations for novel defensive measures that will help in staying left of the boom(2). 

To this end, risk management should be a part of the lifecycle of any critical system. In movable railroad 
bridges, federal regulations are designed to impart safety controls. These regulations include managing the 
safe operation of bridge systems(3), ensuring that signals are in place to properly communicate to vehicles 
when it is safe to proceed(4), and requiring regular annual inspections(5). Regular maintenance and repairs 
are conducted to ensure the mechanical and electrical components are not left degraded. On the security 
side, proper management of risk is left up to individual authorities that maintain these bridges. General 
recommendations involve assuring the system’s confidentiality, integrity, and availability. More specific 
recommendations to achieve these goals in CPS should include securing the network infrastructure and 
perimeter, ensuring regular security patches are deployed to networked systems, maintaining physical and 
network intrusion detection systems, and regular security assessments. 

As a part of risk management, an additional question that should be considered is what happens right of 
the boom? In movable bridges, failures in either safety or security can result in such a hazardous event.  
When modeling threats against a CPS, safety failures are classified as faults while security failures are 
considered attacks. The difference between faults and attacks and their impacts usually is a matter of intent 
or motivation. An attacker intends to cause a failure through some physical or cyber-attack, while faults can 
be attributed to accidents, unintended actions, or improper maintenance(6). First reactions to a hazardous 
event are generally to ensure that the system does not remain in a failed state and that both lives and 
property are properly secured. The next steps involve identifying the root cause of the incident to ensure 
that lessons can be learned and, if an attack did occur, the attacker can be made accountable for their 
actions. Ideally, this root cause analysis can identify if an attack is the cause of the incident. Further attack 
analysis would involve attribution to the specific actor. 

This paper classifies failure events of a fail-safe movable bridge system as faults or possible cyber-attacks. 
To assist with classification, we present a novel tree model called Attack-Fault Trees with Reliability 
(AFTeR) that is designed to use data available to the transportation authority to identify if some event was 
caused by a safety or security failure. AFTeR expands on the Attack-Fault Trees (AFT) model(7) for 
identifying possible safety and security failures by incorporating proactive system maintenance, reactive 
repairs, and incidence response into the qualitative and quantitative analysis. AFTeR was designed under 
the premise that by collecting and analyzing this data regarding a bridge’s maintenance, faults, and repairs 
over time, it is possible to assign probability to some hazardous event as a fault or attack in order to 
determine the appropriate reaction. AFTeR was also designed to provide the system owner with a method 
to quantify reliability in order to justify the costs of proactive maintenance. Although applied in this paper to 
movable bridges, AFTeR was designed to assess risk using reliability measures for any CPS. 

This paper contributes a comprehensive identification and stochastic analysis of cyber-attacks against a 
fail-safe movable bridge drive system, and the AFTeR model which provides the following contributions: 

1. Incorporation of stochastic process models to calculate component failure rates when repairs leave the 
system in an as-good-as-new or as-bad-as-old states. 

2. Statistical quantification demonstrating the reliability benefits of regular system maintenance towards 
addressing safety and security threats. 

3. Incorporation of repairs after the failure of repairable and non-repairable components to allow for a 
trace analysis of probabilistic threat impacts over time. 

4. Identification of scenarios where it is not possible to delineate between faults or attacks, giving an 
attacker’s advantage. 



This paper is structured as follows. First, we provide background details on movable bridges, quantifying 
safety and reliability, reliability, and CPS security. We next describe our enhancements in AFTeR to the 
original AFT model, followed by a qualitative and quantitative analysis of a fail-safe movable bridge system 
using AFTeR. We conclude with our thoughts on the AFTeR approach and a summary of our findings. 

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
In order to describe the reliability modifications that we incorporated into AFTeR, we first provide 
background information on movable bridges, quantifying safety and security, safety and reliability, and the 
cyber kill chain. 

Movable-Bridge Systems 
Modern movable bridges are a system-of-systems comprising of the bridge structure, support, drive, 
interlocking, electrical power, and traffic control systems. Drive control is handled by a Supervisory Control 
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system, a networked system that controls the physical movement of the 
bridge(8). Historically, battles have been fought over bridges given that their strategic control is necessary 
for supply and troop lines(9). Movable bridge failures have also resulted in the loss of time, revenue, and 
lives. Our research has focused on safety and security in movable bridge systems, by first applying dynamic 
fault trees and attack trees to comprehensively describe risk(10), then applying Attack-Fault Trees for a 
quantitative analysis of this system against physical and cyber-attacks(11). In this paper, we developed the 
AFTeR model to qualitatively and quantitatively analyze the design of a fail-safe movable bridge system(12) 
against faults and cyber-attacks incorporating reliability principles into the model. 

Quantifying Safety and Security 
Historically, safety and security risk management in CPS have been treated as independent efforts, with 
different standards for each incorporated into system design processes. Models have been developed for 
describing how these risks could impact a system, such as fault trees for safety(13) and attack trees for 
security(14). Recent attempts to combine these models for qualitative analysis have taken approaches, 
most notably using Boolean logic driven Markov processes(15) and petri nets(16). Kumar et al. (7),  
discussed the shortcomings of these models and introduced Attack-Fault Trees, which uses stochastic 
timed automatons to provide a qualitative and quantitative risk analysis. In (10), we applied this model to a 
movable swing bridge system but identified problems in the model that limited its practical application for 
quantitative analysis, to include the lack of system repairs and failure recovery. In this paper, we address 
these problems by incorporating reliability engineering techniques into a new model AFTeR, that provide 
the missing quantitative analyses. 

Safety and Reliability 
Reliability is the probability that a product will operate for a specified time (design life) under the design 
operating conditions (such as temperature, load, volt…) without failure(17). Attack-Fault Trees incorporated 
an exponential failure rate, λ, into the quantitative analysis of system faults. However, λ does not adequately 
represent component failure rates without further definition. AFTeR incorporates repairable and 
nonrepairable components with maintenance cycles to further refine λ. 

In reliability engineering, failure rates and downtime for repairable components are calculated using mean-
time-between-failure (MTBF) and mean-time-to-repair (MTTR). These rates are calculated based on repair 
intervals between failures, and repairs result in the component returning to some usable state. 
Nonrepairable components cannot be repaired, and their failure rates are calculated as the expected time 
between two successive failures using mean-time-to-fail (MTTF). These equations and their relationships 
to λ are refined in (17) under varying scenarios. For electronic systems, MIL-HDBK-217F has been used 
by both commercial companies and the defense industry for reliability prediction(18). We note that MTBF 
and MTTF are good probabilistic measures for planning and budgeting for component failures over time, 
but they are not a precise measure as variables such as load, the operating environment, and climate are 
not considered(19). Although AFTeR is designed to leverage these probabilities, it is limited by known 
weaknesses in modern reliability planning. AFTeR also designed maintenance cycles to leave the system 
in an as-good-as-new state, which could result in a lower-bound on repairable component faults. However, 



we note that simulations using Uppaal SMC resulted in exponential failure rates closely bound to MTBF for 
individual repairable components. 

Cyber Kill Chain 
Assante and Lee introduced the two stage industrial control system (ICS) cyber kill chain in (20). The kill 
chain model was developed to define the steps required for a successful attack. In stage 1, the attacker 
conducts cyber-espionage to gain persistent access and intelligence on the system’s functionality. In stage 
2, the attacker uses the gathered intelligence to develop and execute a targeted attack designed to control 
or disrupt the system. If the defender can disrupt the kill chain in progress, the attacker’s goal may be 
stopped without being realized. Examples of these stages can be seen in recent cyber-physical malware 
campaigns conducted by advanced persistent threats (APTs), to include Stuxnet(1), Havex(21), the 
Ukrainian power grid attack of 2015(22), and CRASHOVERRIDE(23). We incorporate these stages into the 
AFTeR analysis within this paper to quantify attack behaviors against a movable bridge and to demonstrate 
how they should be utilized for modeling cyber-attacks. 

THE AFTeR MODEL 
In this section, we detail the AFTeR model and its semantics, focusing on modifications made to the AFT 
model to incorporate reliability. Discussion regarding inherited AFT model components is limited, instead 
we defer to (7) for a description on the inherited STA, variables, behaviors, and testing safety and security 
metrics. 

Qualitative Analysis 
The qualitative AFTeR model is similar to AFT, leveraging similar gates as dynamic fault trees. We introduce 
two new intermediary gates, REPAIR and NONREPAIR, that visually indicate whether some system 
component that could fail or be attacked can be fixed during a maintenance cycle. For this paper, we also 
incorporate an intermediary node for readability of the model (although it does not have a STA), which we 
include here for completeness. All gates used in this paper for qualitative analysis can be seen in FIGURE 
1. 

 
FIGURE 1: Gates (left-right, by row): AND, OR, FDEP, SAND, SPARE, Intermediary, BCF, BAS, 

REPAIR, and NONREPAIR 

Modifications to Stochastic Timed Automata (STA) 
We limit our discussion here to the modifications made to the AFTeR STA model semantics and how we 
incorporated maintenance, repairs, and repairable and nonrepairable components. For general Uppaal 
SMC semantics, see (24). 

Maintenance / Repairs of Stochastic Timed Automata 
To incorporate maintenance cycles into AFTeR, four broadcast channels were used to communicate 
maintenance status between parent and child nodes: maint[id], mfixed[id], reset[id], and rfixed[id]. As shown 
in the STA models of Figure 2, these channels form maint loops during maintenance cycles and reset loops 
to prevent deadlock from conditional nodes such as SAND and SPARE. Three global clocks were used to 
track maintenance cycle status: (1) x_maint is used to track the time inside the current maintenance cycle; 
(2) maints is a counter that tracks completed maintenance cycles, and (3) failures are used as a counter to 
track the number of top-level system failures that were repaired during the simulation run.  

We did not incorporate a separate clock to model Mean Time to Repair (MTTR), as the exponential failure 
rate invariants found in Basic Component Failure (BCF) and Basic Attack Step (BAS) leaves could lead to 



concurrent failures. Instead, probabilistic downtime due to repairs are computed using the number of 
failures and maintenance cycles in a given time period. An example query to obtain the constrained failures 
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FIGURE 2: STA: a) TOP, b) REPAIR, c) NONREPAIR, d) AND, e) SAND/SPARE, f) BCF, g) BAS 



values using the WMTL query language (25) in Uppaal SMC within time t and failures F would be 
𝑃𝑃[𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝐹𝐹](<>  𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡_𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡.𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∧ 𝑥𝑥_𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑡), where top_event is the name of the TOP model template 
and x_top is the global clock. 

TOP Model 
The TOP model (FIGURE 2a) incorporates the three global clocks to manage maintenance cycles. It takes 
two variables to constrain the number of maintenance cycles as input: 1. m_rate - the length of the cycle in 
terms of time and 2. m_max - the maximum number of cycles to step through before transitioning to the 
Top. When the x_maint clock exceeds the maintenance cycle window, the system transitions to 
waiting_maint. If a system-wide failure occurs while waiting for maintenance, the child passes disrupt[A]! 
and the TOP transitions to the Issue state before triggering the maintenance cycle. To probabilistically 
determine if a failure occurs at all in a time period, the WMTL query should check if top_event.Issue has 
been reached.  

REPAIR and NONREPAIR Gate Models 
Both the REPAIR (FIGURE 2b) and NONREPAIR (FIGURE 2c) models serve as a top-level component 
STA used to filter maintenance cycles from repairing or replacing the specific component. Initially, both 
models start in the left-most state, waiting for activation from their parent node. At any point in the failing 
stage, maint or reset cycle could be triggered and the difference in the two models is how they react to the 
maint[id]? signal. In the REPAIR model, even if the component has not failed it immediately responds with 
a maint[A]! signaling its child automaton to begin its maintenance cycle. In the NONREPAIR model, unless 
the component has failed, the component immediately responds with a mfixed[id]! signal to let its parent 
know the maintenance loop is complete and returns to the failing state. 

Existing AFT Gate and Basic Component Failure (BCF) Models 
The models for AND (FIGURE 2d), SAND / SPARE (FIGURE 2e), and BCF (FIGURE 2f) were modified to 
incorporate the maint and reset loops and are included here to show these relationships. OR, FDEP, PAND, 
and iFAIL models from (7) could be modified similarly. After receiving a maint or reset signal, AND and OR 
models signal maint[x]! or reset[x]! and wait for each of their x children to conduct their loops. SAND / 
SPARE models differ in that when they receive a maint signal, they signal reset[x]! to their children except 
for the left-most child in order to ensure the model remains in a non-deadlocked state.  

Basic Attack Step (BAS) 
The BAS model (FIGURE 2g) modifications serves two purposes: 1. to give the attacker a chance to regain 
their access or reattempt their attack if an attack is currently underway or was previously successful; and 
2. to ensure that no deadlocks occur due to maint or reset cycles. If an attack was previously successful or 
currently underway when the model received a maint[id]? or reset[id]! signal, the attacker would return to 
the potentially_undetected state. It is possible that system maintenance could install security patches or 
make a configuration change to fix the vulnerability that the attacker exploited to gain access, so the attacker 
might lose some capability after maint or reset requiring another attempt. If an attack was previously 
detected or failed, we assume the attacker would not spend additional resources to reattempt the attack. 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS  
In this section, we use AFTeR to provide a qualitative analysis of a fail-safe movable bridge control system. 
Our reference model is shown in FIGURE 3 based on the fail-safe control system described in (8). 

Reference Model Definition 
We focus on networked electronic components as they are susceptible to cyber-attacks. Fail-safe bridge 
controls require redundancies to ensure that the bridge remains operational despite a component failure. 
The drive system leverages a programmable logic controller (PLC), P1, programmed using ladder logic to 
take operator control orders and sensor data as input and convert the instructions and the perceived system 
state into physically actuating the bridge. The variable speed drive (VSD), V1, converts instructions from 
the PLC into motor actuation using a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal. The PLCs and VSDs are both  



 

FIGURE 3: Wiring Schematic of a Fail-Safe Movable Bridge System 

configured with warm spares (P2 and V2, respectively) to ensure that the system continues to function in 
the event their primaries fail. All these components communicate over the local area network (LAN), 
leveraging protocols such as MODBUS for input and output. The LAN is configured with redundant Ethernet 
switches, L1 and L2, and network interfaces from the PLCs and VSDs are aggregated across both switches 
to ensure communication in the event of a switch failure. 

Operator controls are also built with redundancies. Field operators use radios, R1 and R2, to send open 
and close commands to a wireless controller. If the operator is physically inside an operator closet, they 
could leverage a human machine interface (HMI), H, to also control the bridge. Both the wireless controller 
and HMI pass control instructions to the PLC, which then leverages its ladder logic to determine if it is safe 
to move the bridge. 

Modern drive systems leverage an electric motor, M, to convert electrical energy to mechanical energy that 
moves the bridge. As part of the control logic, an electric brake, B, is closed to prohibit movement and 
released when the VSD provides current instructing the motor to move. To protect the motor from being 
overloaded by the current, overload protection relays, O, are mechanical components that monitor the 
current to the motor and open the relay contacts when the current remains high for an extended time. 
Sensors are used to monitor the states of the relays, current, brakes, and motor, which provide feedback 
to the control system. In our AFTeR analysis, we incorporate a motor temperature sensor, S. 

AFTeR Model Definition 
The AFTeR model in FIGURE 4 qualitatively shows how component faults or cyber-attacks against the fail-
safe system could result in a Bridge Halted state (G0). The gates and leaves, labeled G0-G66, are referenced 
individually in our discussion and analysis. We classify PLCs, VSDs, and radios as repairable components 
using a SPARE gate, as the redundancy and warm/cold spare relationship would allow for maintenance 
when one member of the cluster fails or for system upgrades with no downtime. Remaining components 
are treated as nonrepairable due to their mechanical nature or because their product reviews classify them 
as such. We also treat the redundant networked switches as nonrepairable, as it is often possible for 
individual switch ports to fail, many times without being detected because of the redundancy provided by 
aggregated network ports across multiple networking devices. The rest of this section provides the details  



 
FIGURE 4: Qualitative AFTeR Model of Fail-Safe Movable Bridge 

for the quantitative analysis. Background information on BAS values and constraints, attacker profiles, and 
analysis is provided in depth in (7). 

Faults 
Due to a lack of data on finer grained component failures in movable bridges, we limited faults to individual 
component failures. We calculate the MTBF (repairable) and MTTF (nonrepairable) for each component 



with granularity of days using assumptions from product reviews, unless noted, and by converting the value 
to λ included in FIGURE 4. Both λ and the noted d value, representing damage costs *103, are variables 
used by the BCF leaves for the quantitative analysis. 

• B (G4): Assume 10% of brakes fail at 1,000,000 cycles, with 60 cycles/day;  
MTTF=1,000,000/(0.1*60)=166,667 days (26); d=100 

• M (G8): MTTF=65y=23,725 days (27); d=300 
• S (G12): MTTF=100y=36,500 days; d=5 
• O (G14): MTTF=1,000,000h=41,667 days; d=6 
• V1/V2 (G20/G22): MTBF=300,000h=12,500 days; d=40 
• R1/R2 (G29/G30): MTBF=20,000h=833.33 days; d=2 
• W (G34): MTTF=90,000h=3750 days; d=10 
• H (G38): MTTF=50,000h=2083.33 days; d=25 
• L1/L2 (G47/G50): MTTF=10y=3650 days; d=15 
• P1/P2 (G60/G63): MTBF=40,000h=1,666.67 days; d=80 

Attacks 
We leveraged SAND gates in FIGURE 4 to show the serial steps represented by BAS leaves of an attacker 
while they step through their kill chain to disrupt or control the system. The resulting kill chains, labeled A1-
A7, for the reference model are detailed in TABLE 1 and were derived from a review of Stuxnet (1) and 
other real-world SCADA attacks that are applicable to movable bridge systems (28). Jamming attacks (A1) 
against the wireless network did not have a multi-step kill chain as such an attack could physically occur 
some distance from the bridge. The remaining kill chains require the attacker to obtain network access (G52) 
and possibly either HMI (G40) or PLC (G65) access. To gain an initial network foothold, an attacker could 
use a variety of methods such as implanting a physical device on the network or installing malware on an 
operator’s maintenance laptop. The specifics of gaining network access are not shown here but should be 
considered when conducting security assessments of movable bridge systems. Attack goals vary from 
denying service (A1, A4, A6) to controlling bridge movement (A2, A3, A4, A7).  

 

TABLE 1: Definition of Fail-Safe Movable Bridge Kill Chains 
Attack Name Kill Chain Type Leaf BAS Values 
A1 - Jam Wireless G35 Network G35 w1=80, w2=20, f=5, v=3, d=25, λ=0.015, λ1=0.015 
A2 - Control HMI G52→G40→G41 SCADA G52 w1=70, w2=30, f=30, v=0, d=5, λ=0.0093, λ1=0.0093 

G40 w1=80, w2=20, f=60, v=0, d=10, λ=0.065, λ1=0.065 
G41 w1=80, w2=20, f=10, v=2, d=50, λ=0.08, λ1=0.014 

A3 - Packet Injection G52→G43 Network G43 w1=70, w2=30, f=30, v=2, d=30, λ=0.0095, λ1=0.02 
A4 - DoS LAN G52→G53 Network G53 w1=70, w2=30, f=10, v=1, d=125, λ=0.035, λ1=0.04 
A5 - Inject PLC Logic G52→G65→G56 SCADA G65 w1=80, w2=20, f=40, v=0, d=15, λ=0.025, λ1=0.025 

G56 w1=80, w2=20, f=12, v=2, d=225, λ=0.045, λ1=0.011 
A6 - DoS PLC G52→G65→G66 SCADA G66 w1=80, w2=20, f=10, v=1, d=175, λ=0.07, λ1=0.095 
A7 - Inject Sensor Data G52→G65→G16 SCADA G16 w1=80, w2=20, f=20, v=2, d=400, λ=0.065, λ1=0.01 

 

Attacks we modeled were estimated to take no more than 1-2 years to execute or be detected prior to 
execution, represented by λ and λ1, respectively. The listed w1 and w2 values represent high detection 
values for the WHAT-IF analysis (it should be assumed w1 is higher and w2 is lower for the AS-IS analysis 
to represent low defensive detection capabilities). Cost value f is defined based on assumptions of costs to 
research and develop the attack step. Cost value v is defined based on possible daily costs to an attacker 
to maintain persistence while undertaking the attack step. Cost value d is defined based on assumptions 
of costs for incidence response and/or component damages. In our mode, attackers did not accrue any 
ongoing costs (v=0) during attacks G52, G40, and G65, so that attackers would not get penalized for repeat 
access attempts after maintenance cycles. Instead, we opted for upfront costs for access attacks, and then 
assigned a v value to the final attack in the kill chain. 



Attacker Profiles 
We categorized BAS leaves as SCADA or Network in FIGURE 4 to allow for creation of attack profiles for 
quantitative analysis in the following section. APTs exist with expertise in either or both categories and the 
quantitative analysis would indicate offensive skillsets required for a successful attack. Attacker profiles are 
defined below with their budgetary (cost*103) and probability of success (p) constraints. 

• Nicole: Nation state attacker; cost=1,000; p=90% 
• Ike: Network specialist; cost=300; pnet=80% and pSCADA=60% 
• Josh: SCADA specialist; cost=300; pSCADA=80% and pnet=60% 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
As discussed previously, AFTeR quantitative analysis allows for the statistical analysis of faults and attacks 
within the model using Uppaal SMC. The experiments were selected to showcase AFTeR’s maintenance 
and repairability contributions and to provide statistical details regarding faults and attacks in the bridge 
control system. For all experiments, let m represent the length of a maintenance cycle in years; d represents 
damage in $*103; c represents attacker cost in $*103; f represents the number of failures, and t represents 
the length of the test scenario. All tests were run using Uppaal SMC 64-bit version 4.1.19, in a Fedora 28 
VM configured with 4 GiB RAM and 4 Intel Core i5-8400 virtual CPUs. 

 
a. 

 
b. 

 
c. 

 
d. 

FIGURE 5: a) Comparing m={1-5} to Failures; b) Comparing Failures to d Under Varying m; c) Comparing 
Faults and Attacks Under Varying Scenarios; and d) Comparing Attack Success Under Varying Scenarios 



Analysis of System Maintenance Cycles on Fault Rates 
For m∈{1,2,3,4,5}, we ran the simulation at 5 year intervals over 50 years to identify the mean number of 
failures for each m at t. The results are shown in FIGURE 5a. By varying the maintenance interval, we 
identify a linear relationship where the slope is related to the value of m. Within 10 years, 
𝑓𝑓m̅=1,t=10=0.278±0.154 failures and  𝑓𝑓m̅=5,t=10=0.527±0.286 failures, resulting in an 89.568% growth when 
varying m. After 50 years, 𝑓𝑓m̅=1,t=50=3.611±0.59 failures and 𝑓𝑓m̅=5,t=50=9.306±0.646 failures, resulting in a 
157.713% growth. All values are within the 95% CI. Annual inspections, as required in the U.S. by (5), 
clearly have the intended effect of limiting failure under AFTeR. 

We conducted a second experiment at t=60 years to compare d of component failures m∈{1,2,3,4,5,10}, 
by rerunning each value of m through the simulator six times and collecting d and f. A Pareto frontier 
representing the results are in FIGURE 5b. Again, the relationship of m to f holds at t=60 years. The mean 
of the runs result in 𝑓𝑓m̅=1,t=60=4.384 and �̅�𝑑m=1,t=60=1924.759 for m=1, 𝑓𝑓m̅=5,t=60=10.467 and �̅�𝑑m=5,t=60=1741.995 
for m=5, and 𝑓𝑓m̅=10,t=60=12.102 and �̅�𝑑m=10,t=60=1696.208 for m=10. These results indicate greater d costs 
over time for smaller values of m.  

This relationship seems paradoxical, but it is due to the design and use of component redundancy in the 
fail-safe bridge system. In AFTeR, nonrepairable redundant components have their failures detected more 
frequently under smaller m values, so they are replaced faster resulting in more component failures over 
time. The tradeoff is that the system does not fail as frequently. 

TABLE 2: a) Fault Pctg. of Disruptions Measured Against P(t≤10)=0.554; b) Attack Pctg. of 
Disruptions Measured Against P(t≤10)=0.463 

BCF P(x<=10) %Diff Leaf P(x<=10) %Diff 
G4 0.505 -8.85 G31 0.456 -17.69 
G8 0.437 -21.12 G34 0.439 -20.76 
G12 0.521 -5.96 G38 0.358 -35.38 
G14 0.507 -8.48 G47 0.429 -22.56 
G20 0.498 -10.11 G50 0.469 -15.34 
G22 0.529 -4.51 G60 0.386 -30.33 
G29 0.437 -21.12 G63 0.382 -31.05 

a. 

Attack P(t<=10) %Diff 
A1 0.420 -9.29 
A2 0.417 -9.94 
A3 0.413 -10.80 
A4 0.382 -17.50 
A5 0.410 -11.45 
A6 0.452 -2.38 
A7 0.450 -2.81 

b. 

Combined Attack-Fault Analysis 
We conducted additional experiments in order to identify the relationships of attacks and faults at the 
optimal maintenance interval, where m=1 year. For t∈{1,2,…,10}, we calculated the probability of the 
system failure before time t, P(x≤t), under various combinations of faults and attacks, as shown in FIGURE 
5c. For attack profiles, we leverage Nicole, Ike, and Josh, along with a perfect attacker that does not have 
budgetary constraints to demonstrate peak attack success in a fail-safe bridge model. The system is 
configured without any security detection mechanisms for this experiment. The growth of P(x≤t) due to 
faults in this experiment is linear over time, as shown under both the Only Faults and Faults and Perfect 
Attacker models. At t=10, Only Faults resulted in P(x≤10)=0.554 and Faults and Perfect Attacker resulted 
in P(x≤10)=0.774, a 32.63% increase in risk for a fail-safe bridge under threat of attack.  

To identify the critical fault path in the fail-safe movable bridge system, we reran the Only Faults model 14 
more times, each time removing one fault leaf to observe the difference in results from P(x≤10)=0.554. The 
results are shown in TABLE 2a. The table is a useful indicator of the relationships of component failures to 
overall failure in a fail-safe movable bridge design. The G38 leaf, representing an HMI failure, created the 
highest differential at P(x≤10)=0.358 with a difference of -35.38%. FIGURE 4 demonstrates the reasoning 
for this finding, as the HMI is the only wired networked interface for operator control. A recommendation for 
the fail-safe bridge model would be to add additional hard-wired interfaces for operators in the event the 
wireless system is unavailable.  

Under the attack-only models in FIGURE 5c, we see that attack success remains near constant over time 
for each of the attack models. This is primarily due to the low λ-value definitions, which we defined based 



on our own research into networking and SCADA attacks against movable bridge systems. Nicole, the 
nation state attacker with c=1,000, performs very close to the Perfect Attacker, with P(x≤10)=0.343 and 
P(x≤10)=0.463. This indicates that the budget for a nation state could have a high probability success rate 
if they target a bridge system. When we directly compare Ike (the network attacker with P(x≤10)=0.162) 
and Josh (the SCADA attacker with P(x≤10)=0.101), we hypothesize that network attacks have the greatest 
chance of success when targeting a fail-safe movable bridge system. 

To test our hypothesis, we conduct an additional experiment to find the critical attack path, taking a similar 
approach as finding the critical fault path. We reran the Perfect Attacker scenario seven times, each time 
disabling the last leaf in each of the seven kill chains. The results are shown in TABLE 2b. Attack path A4, 
representing the network denial-of-service (DoS) kill chain, created the highest differential at P(x≤10)=0.382 
with a difference of -17.50%. We also see that SCADA attacks A6 and A7, where an attacker attempts a 
PLC DoS attack or a sensor injection attack, have the lowest probability of success. 

Additional Security Experiments 
We also determined if there was any relationship between attack success and variances in the maintenance 
interval. Using m=1, we compared the Ike (network) and Josh (SCADA) mode under the AS-IS low detection 
scenario and then under the WHAT-IF high detection scenario. As an additional variable, we repeated the 
test for m=5. The results are shown in as a Pareto frontier in FIGURE 5d. At m=1, Ike took longer to conduct 
a successful attack in AS-IS, 𝑡𝑡̅=158.417, vs. WHAT-IF, 𝑡𝑡̅=183.079 (a 15.56% difference). At m=5, Ike again 
took longer to conduct a successful attack in AS-IS, 𝑡𝑡̅= 148.308, vs. WHAT-IF, 𝑡𝑡̅= 160.713 (a 8.36% 
difference). Ike’s attacks took less time when m=5 for both scenarios when compared against the same 
scenario in m=1. Josh’s attacks resulted in similar comparisons for 𝑡𝑡̅. 

When directly comparing d for both AS-IS and WHAT-IF scenarios at m=1, both Ike and Josh produced 
less damage to the bridge, as shown in FIGURE 5d. When comparing Ike at m=1 AS-IS (�̅�𝑑=62.188) vs. 
m=5 AS-IS (�̅�𝑑=63.715), there is a 2.46% increase in damage. However, when comparing Josh at m=1 AS-
IS (�̅�𝑑=37.153) vs. m=5 AS-IS (�̅�𝑑=50.451), there is a 35.46% increase in damage. This possibly indicates 
that SCADA attacks become more probably as the system is maintained less frequently. When directly 
comparing Ike to Josh, our results show that attacks focused on the network result in more damage than 
SCADA attacks in the fail-safe movable bridge system. 

CONCLUSION 
An analysis of a fail-safe movable bridge system led to several general conclusions when it came to the 
safety and security risks regarding these systems. Annual inspections result in a more stable system over 
time than longer maintenance intervals, but they result in greater component replacement costs over time. 
Spot maintenance (e.g. replacement of small components based on periodic inspection) may result in a 
lower life-cycle cost under certain circumstances because the large repair, rehabilitation cost could be 
higher. In civil engineering, the current trend is to use condition assessment proactive maintenance to 
maintain the state of good repair of a safety-critical asset (e.g. bridge), than using traditional reactive 
maintenance.  

We provided seven different attack kill chains which are directly applicable to real-world bridge systems. 
Using the AFTeR model, we demonstrated that the critical fault path identified the only nonredundant 
component in the system (the HMI) while the critical attack path identified network denial-of-services attacks 
on the bridge as the largest risk. The fail-safe system design did not have redundant LANs to allow for 
SCADA communication, so by preventing use of the LAN, the bridge will not be able to move. For additional 
safety and security mitigations, authorities should consider prioritizing failure data collection for all 
components to establish what is normal and conduct additional R&D focused on network intrusion detection 
systems to identify abnormal network behavior before an attack occurs. 

The AFTeR model is useful at a high level for reliability engineers that know more about their system under 
study and have safety and reliability data to run the stochastic model. The MTBF and MTTF values indicate 
probabilistic failure rates and can assist with planning maintenance intervals and budgets for addressing 



risks, as well as identify single points-of-failure. In the event some failure occurs, the model could be used 
to probabilistically differentiate between a fault or a cyber-attack if the cause is not immediately known. 

Identifying risk solely through leveraging the MTBF and MTTF values is not practical in the real-world when 
it comes to movable bridge systems. We did not incorporate additional failure scenarios into our discussion 
due to a lack of data from real-world movable bridge faults. This information may or may not be maintained 
by transportation authorities but would be useful in order to make better use of this model for bridges or 
other CPS systems. 
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LISTING OF TABLE AND FIGURE CAPTIONS 
FIGURE 1: Gates (left-right, by row): AND, OR, FDEP, SAND, SPARE, Intermediary, BCF, BAS, 
REPAIR, and NONREPAIR 

FIGURE 2: STA: a) TOP, b) REPAIR, c) NONREPAIR, d) AND, e) SAND/SPARE, f) BCF, g) BAS 

FIGURE 3: Wiring Schematic of a Fail-Safe Movable Bridge System 

FIGURE 4: Qualitative AFTeR Model of Fail-Safe Movable Bridge 

TABLE 1: Definition of Fail-Safe Movable Bridge Kill Chains 

FIGURE 5: a) Comparing m={1-5} to Failures; b) Comparing Failures to d Under Varying m; c) 
Comparing Faults and Attacks Under Varying Scenarios; and d) Comparing Attack Success Under 
Varying Scenarios 

TABLE 2: a) Fault Pctg. of Disruptions Measured Against P(t≤10)=0.554; b) Attack Pctg. of Disruptions 
Measured Against P(t≤10)=0.463 
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Movable Bridge Risk Management
• Safety Risk Management

• Plan for unintentional / accidental failure
• Incorporate fail-safe controls into system
• Federally regulated (FRA, Coast Guard)

• Bridge interlocking system
• Annual inspections
• Lighting and signaling

• Security Risk Management
• Plan for intentional failure
• Incorporate security controls into logical / 

physical system design
• Threat model depends on possible attacker 

objectives (see right)
• CONTROL
• DISRUPT
• STEAL DATA (not as applicable for bridges)



The Simple Goal of Risk Management

1 January 2015 31 December 2020Jan 2016 Jan 2017 Jan 2018 Jan 2019 Jan 2020

1 January 2019 31 December 2019Apr 2019 Jul 2019 Oct 2019

YEAR 1 YEAR 5 YEAR 6YEAR 2

Apr 2016
2016 MAINT

Apr 2016
2016 MAINT

4/1/2019
4 HR POWER OUTAGE

4/1/2019
4 HR POWER OUTAGE

YEAR 4YEAR 3

Dec 2019
POSSIBLE FAILURE

IF NO MAINTENANCE!

Sep 2019 - Oct 2019
NEED TO SCHEDULE

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE

2019 NOTABLE EVENTS

May 2017
2017 MAINT

May 2017
2017 MAINT

Jan 2018 - Dec 2018
NO MAINTENANCE!

Jan 2015
MOVABLE BRIDGE

OPEN

Jan 2015
MOVABLE BRIDGE

OPEN

6/29/2019
REPLACED LAN SWITCH

6/29/2019
REPLACED LAN SWITCH

• Proactive budgeting, planning, design, and maintenance
• Keep the timeline LEFT OF THE BOOM

BOOM



Planning for Right of the Boom…
• Component failure 

and repair
• Bridge downtime is 

lost revenue
• Custom components 

may require special 
procurement

• Special repair 
equipment may be 
needed

• Need plan to reroute 
rail or marine traffic 

• Types of failure may 
require temporary 
fix

• Security incidence 
response (IR)

• Requires cyber 
forensics and IR skills

• Additional data 
collection and 
storage needs

• Need to ensure 
attacker cannot 
persist

• Attack attribution 
may cross 
international 
boundaries

Note: No two bridges have 
the same location, 
environment, traffic profile, 
and related threat model!



Modeling Safety and Security Risks
• Security Modeling

• Cyber attacks have a predictable pattern
• ICS Cyber Kill Chain1 (left)

• Intermediary steps vary based on system 
• Understanding attacker DISRUPT and CONTROL goals helps identify 

targets

• Safety and Reliability Modeling
• Separate system into repairable and nonrepairable components, 

mathematically model failure based on observations
• REPAIRABLE – Mean-time-between-failure (MTBF) + Mean-time-to-

repair (MTTR)
• NONREPAIRABLE – Mean-time-to-fail (MTTF)
• Reliability planning provides recommendations for maintenance of 

these components:
• Replace worn parts and filters, lubricate mech. parts, software patches, etc.

1 M. Assante and R. Lee; The Industrial Control Systems Cyber Kill Chain; SANS Institute; www.sans.org/reading-
room/whitepapers/ICS/industrial-control-system-cyber-kill-chain-36297; 2015.

RECONNAISSANCE

WEAPONIZATION TARGETING

DELIVERY

EXPLOIT

INSTALL

CMD AND CONTROL

ACT

DEVELOP

TEST

DELIVER

INSTALL

EXECUTE ICS ATTACK

STAGE 1 – Intrusion

STAGE 2 – ICS Attack



AFTeR: Attack-Fault Trees with Reliability
• Attack-Fault Trees1

• Combined attack and fault modeling using stochastic timed automata (STA)
• Did not incorporate reliability for safety analysis
• Did not discuss real-world attack scenarios

• AFTeR
• Maintenance cycles allow for definition of repairable vs. nonrepairable 

components (RELIABILITY!)
• Ensure attack definitions incorporate real-world cyber kill chains

• Qualitative and quantitative risk analysis using AFTeR:
• Overarching system MTBF?
• Components that fail the most frequently?
• Costs involved in maintenance?
• Single-points-of-failure?
• What does a cyber-attack look like on a fail-safe system?
• What failure scenarios could be caused by an attack and/or fault?
• How should we respond to each failure?
• Should additional security mitigations be considered?

1 R. Kumar and M. Stoelinga; Quantitative Security and Safety Analysis with Attack-Fault Trees; Proceedings of 
the Eighteenth IEEE International Symposium on High Assurance Systems Engineering; pp. 25–32; 2017.



AFTeR Qualitative Analysis
• Based on AFT:

• Visually – tree structure similar to Dynamic Fault Trees, with additional 
attack leaves – NODES on right -> 

• Faults –Incorporate exponential rate of failure
• Attacks –Defines attack path for single attack step: 

• Costs to attacker during attack
• Chance of detection stopping attack
• Probabilistic attack success/failure

• AFTeR Modifications:
• Reliability - REPAIR and NONREPAIR gates are added

• DISRUPT - Component-specific faults/attacks leaves should fall under 
their REPAIR / NONREPAIR PARENT

• CONTROL - Control faults/attacks should have SIBLING PATH to 
respective REPAIR / NONREPAIR gate

• Faults – Should be based on MTBF / MTTR, following Reliability 
Engineering best practices

• Attacks – Should model on Cyber Kill Chain; Accesses may be lost during 
maintenance (system patching)

• Example scenario provided later



AFTeR Quantitative Analysis
• Based on AFT:

• Software: Uppaal SMC1

• Each Gate / Leaf is represented by Stochastic Timed Automata (STA) – examples on next 
few slides

• Parent / Child relationships defined in STA and glued together similarly to AFT
• Experiments then defined by tweaking variables defined during qualitative analysis (will 

show later)
• AFTeR Modifications:

• MAINT cycles added, along with clocks, to periodically run maintenance after time 
period or when whole system fails

• RESET cycles added to handle cases where SAND / SPARE nodes need to fix 
dependencies

• REPAIR and NONREPAIR STA Gates to incorporate difference in MTBF and MTTF, and 
MAINT

1 A. David, K. G. Larson, A. Legay, M. Mikuc ̌ionis and D.B. Poulsen; Uppaal SMC Tutorial, International Journal 
on Software: Tools for Technology Transfer; Vol. 17(4), pp. 397-415, 2015.



Scenario: Fail-Safe Movable Bridge Reference Model1

P1

P2

V1

V2

Pow
er Supply

)))

L1

L2

W

B M
3~

H

R1

Sx  Sy  Sz

S
S1
S2
Sn

R2

O

P: Programmable Logic Controller
V: Variable Speed Drive
L: LAN Switch
W: Wireless Modem
M: Electric Motor
B: Motor Brake
H: Human Machine Interface (HMI)
R: Operator Radio
S: All Sensors
O: Overload Protection Relays

1 M. VanDeRee; Fail-Safe Control Systems for Heavy Movable Structures; Heavy Movable Structures, Inc. 
Sixteenth Biennial Symposium; Tampa, FL, USA; 2016.
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Accidental Component Faults
• Calculate MTBF (repairable) or MTTF (nonrepairable) for BCF Leaves:

* NEED MORE REAL WORLD DATA!

Component Abbrev / Node Calculation Notes Damage

Electric Brake B (G4) Assume 10% of brakes fail at 1,000,000 cycles, with 60 cycles/day
MTTF = 1,000,000/(0.1*60) = 166,667 days

$100,000

Electric Motor M (G8) MTTF = 65 years = 23,725 days $300,000

Temp Sensor S (G12) MTTF = 100 years = 36,500 days $5,000

Overload 
Protection Relay

O (G14) MTTF = 1,000,000 hours = 41,667 days $6,000

Variable Freq. Drive V1/V2 (G20/G22) MTBF = 300,000 hours = 12,500 days $40,000

Operator Radios R1/R2 (G29/G30) MTBF = 20,000 hours = 833.33 days $2,000

Wireless Controller W (G34) MTTF = 90,000 hours = 3750 days $10,000

HMI H (G38) MTTF = 50,000 hours = 2083.33 days $25,000

LAN Controller L1/L2 (G47/G50) MTTF = 10 years = 3650 days $15,000

PLC P1/P2 (G60/G63) MTBF = 40,000 hours = 1,666.67 days $80,000



Intentional Cyber Attacks
Attack Name Kill Chain Type Description

A1 – Jam Wireless G35 Network Attacker needs to be in physical proximity to jam wireless

A2 – Control HMI G52 → G40 → G41 SCADA Gain network access, attack HMI for access, control system via HMI

A3 – Packet Injection G52 → G43 Network Gain network access, inject MODBUS packets to control system

A4 – DoS LAN G52 → G53 Network Gain network access, flood LAN with packets

A5 – Inject PLC Logic G52 → G65 → G56 SCADA Gain network access then PLC access, attack PLC operating system to 
control system

A6 – DoS PLC G52 → G65 → G66 SCADA Gain network access then PLC access, wipe PLC to prevent control

A7 – Inject Sensor 
Data

G52 → G65 → G16 SCADA Gain network access then PLC access, modify sensor data in memory

• Note: Basic Attack Steps values defined in paper



Attacker Profiles
• Differentiate between a NATION STATE attacker vs. 

attackers that specialize in NETWORK or SCADA

Name Description Budget 
(cost)

Prob. of 
Success (p)

Nicole Nation State 
Attacker

$1,000,000 90% (all)

Ike Network 
Specialist

$300,000 80% (NET), 
60% (SCADA)

Josh SCADA Specialist $300,000 60% (NET), 
80% (SCADA)



System Failure Under Varying m
• After t = 50 years (95% CI):

• ̅𝑓𝑓m=1,t=50 = 3.611 ± 0.59 failures
• ̅𝑓𝑓m=5,t=50 = 9.306 ± 0.646 failures
• 157.71% increase!

• Conclusion: Smaller m results in 
less failures over time

Definitions:
• t = time (years)
• m = maintenance cycle period (years)
• f = # failures
• d= damage in  S103



Accumulated Repair Costs Under Varying m
• After t = 60 years:

• When m = 1:

• ̅𝑓𝑓m=1,t=60 = 4.384;  �̅�𝑑m=1,t=60 = $1,924,759

• When m = 5: 

• ̅𝑓𝑓m=5,t=60 = 10.467; �̅�𝑑m=5,t=60 = $1,741,995

• When m = 10: 

• ̅𝑓𝑓m=10,t=60 = 12.102; �̅�𝑑m=10,t=60 = $1,696,208

• Conclusion: Smaller m results in more faulty 
component replacements, resulting in higher 
repair costs for spot repairs

Definitions:
• t = time (years)
• m = maintenance cycle period (years)
• f = # failures
• d = damage in  S103



Combined Attack-Fault Analysis
• After t = 10 years:

• Only Faults prob. of disrupt when m = 1 grows 
linearly; P(x≤10) = 0.554 

• Attack success remains near constant under all 
scenarios

• Attacks were designed to take 1-2 years to plan 
and execute, resulting in constant P(x≤10)  over 
time

• Conclusions: 
• NETWORK attacks have higher P(x≤10) than 

SCADA attacks
• Higher attack budgets result in cap around 

~40% success rate of attack
• Nation state attacker ($1,000,000 budget) has 

close P(x≤10) to perfect attacker with no 
budgetary constraint

Definitions:
• t = time (years)
• m = maintenance cycle period (years)
• P(x≤t) = Probability of disruption within t



Critical Fault Path

• To find:
• Rerun Only Faults when t = 10 and m = 1, removing one fault at a time
• Find percentage difference, comparing against P(x≤10) = 0.554 for all faults

• Conclusions:
• HMI failure (G38) is the critical path, and is a single-point-of-failure (SPOF) for wired 

system control by operators
• PLC failures (G60 / G63) are close behind

BCF P(x<=10) %Diff Leaf P(x<=10) %Diff
G4 0.505 -8.85 G31 0.456 -17.69
G8 0.437 -21.12 G34 0.439 -20.76
G12 0.521 -5.96 G38 0.358 -35.38
G14 0.507 -8.48 G47 0.429 -22.56
G20 0.498 -10.11 G50 0.469 -15.34
G22 0.529 -4.51 G60 0.386 -30.33
G29 0.437 -21.12 G63 0.382 -31.05

Definitions:
• t = time (years)
• m = maintenance cycle period 

(years)
• P(x≤t) = Probability of 

disruption within t



Critical Attack Path

• To find:
• Rerun Perfect Attacker when t = 10 and m = 1, removing one attack at a time
• Find percentage difference, comparing against P(x≤10) = 0.463 for all attacks

• Conclusions:
• A4 (DoS LAN) is the critical path; the LAN itself is a single-point-of-failure (SPOF) 

based on our input parameters

Attack P(t<=10) %Diff

A1 – Jam Wireless 0.420 -9.29
A2 – Control HMI 0.417 -9.94
A3 – Packet Injection 0.413 -10.80
A4 – DoS LAN 0.382 -17.50
A5 – Inject PLC Logic 0.410 -11.45
A6 – DoS PLC 0.452 -2.38
A7 – Inject Sensor Data 0.450 -2.81

Definitions:
• t = time (years)
• m = maintenance cycle 

period (years)
• P(x≤t) = Probability of 

disruption within t



Network Attacks: AS-IS vs. WHAT-IF
• Scenarios:

• AS-IS: Minimal detection capabilities
• WHAT-IF: Introduce intrusion detection mechanism 

to prevent attack success
• Ike when m=1:

• AS-IS: ̅𝑡𝑡=158.417 days and �̅�𝑑=$62,188
• WHAT-IF: ̅𝑡𝑡=183.079 days and �̅�𝑑=$32,639

• Ike when m=5:
• AS-IS: ̅𝑡𝑡=148.308 days and �̅�𝑑=$63,715
• WHAT-IF: ̅𝑡𝑡=160.713 days and �̅�𝑑=$44,896

• Conclusions: 
• Successful attacks take slightly longer when 

intrusion detection mitigations are in place for 
both m=1 and m=5

• When comparing m=1 AS-IS vs. m=5 AS-IS, d 
only increases by 2.46% (m might be trivial for 
net attacks)

• Intrusion detection mitigations (WHAT-IF) 
probabilistically result in significantly lower d
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SCADA Attacks: AS-IS vs. WHAT-IF
• Josh when m=1:

• AS-IS: ̅𝑡𝑡=161.132 days and �̅�𝑑=$37,153
• WHAT-IF: ̅𝑡𝑡=146.908 days and �̅�𝑑=$20,174

• Josh when m=5:
• AS-IS: ̅𝑡𝑡=153.136 days and �̅�𝑑=$50,451
• WHAT-IF: ̅𝑡𝑡=147.428 days and �̅�𝑑=$32,326

• Conclusions: 
• Successful attacks take slightly shorter when 

intrusion detection mitigations are in place for both 
m=1 and m=5

• When comparing m=1 AS-IS vs. m=5 AS-IS, d 
increases by 35.46% (m plays more of a role in SCADA 
attacks, assuming m includes patching)

• Intrusion detection mitigations (WHAT-IF) 
probabilistically result in significantly lower d
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Conclusions
• AFTeR - Fail-Safe Bridge 

Exercise
• Using the mythology can find

• Critical fault paths such as HMI 
failures

• Critical Attack Path such as 
Network DoS Attacks (LAN is 
SPOF)

• Intrusion detection mechanisms 
lower risk of cyber attacks

• More frequent SCADA patching 
and validation lowers SCADA 
attack risk

• AFTeR Model
• Designed for Reliability Engineers 
• Leverages MTBF and MTTF 
• Identifies single points of failure
• Incorporates cyber kill chain
• Probabilistically differentiate 

between attack or fault 
• Utilize for any system with safety 

and security risks



Risk Mitigation Recommendations for 
Movable Bridge Authorities

• Prioritize data collection on ALL component failures!
• Establish normalized failure rates
• Identify all outages
• Patterns could indicate malicious behavior
• AFTeR could be used if there is realistic reliability data

• Understand possible CONTROL and DISRUPT attack paths
• Due to limited components in bridge:

• Attack paths are quantifiable!
• Attack goals are identifiable!

• But… may be different per bridge 
• Develop useful detective and preventative mitigations
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Appendix 



Repairable vs. Nonrepairable STA

REPAIR NONREPAIR

Notes: REPAIR steps children through MAINT cycle when called, 
but NONREPAIR skips MAINT cycle for children



Augmenting AFT Gates with MAINT and RESET

Notes: MAINT cycle augmented to 
AFT STAs; RESET cycle incorporated 
as SAND/SPARE nodes need to reset 
right-most children during 
maintenance

AND

SAND / 
SPARE

Basic Component Fault (BCF)



Basic Attack Step (BAS) Leaf STA

Basic Attack Step (BAS)
Notes: Based on AFT model, but attacker must regain access if attack is in progress or 
successful when MAINT called; If attack fails at any point, attacker does not reattempt
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